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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd v Atradius Credito Y Caucion S.A. De Seguros Y
Reaseguros (FCA) - determination on orders - insurance - dispute as to jurisdiction of Federal
Circuit and Family Court of Australia (Div 2) and Federal Court of Australia in relation to claim
for co-insurance - determination made
Messenger v Commonwealth of Australia (Represented by the Department of
Finance) (FCA) - industrial law - employment - adverse action - related matters - applicants
subjected to “show cause” processes - whether show cause processes amounted to adverse
action - applicants’ causes of action not established - applications dismissed
Eddy v Goulburn Mulwaree Council (NSWCA) - negligence - defences - Civil Liability Act
2002 (NSW), s45 - man fell and injured on ramp placed over repaving work outside shopping
centre - whether defendant Council had actual knowledge of particular risk the materialisation of
which resulted in harm - extent of specificity required by phrase “particular risk” - appeal
allowed
Donaghy t/as GJ Donaghy & Company Solicitors v Legal Aid Commission of NSW
(NSWSC) - administrative law - judicial review - (NSW) Legal Aid Commission unreasonableness - application for judicial review - actions taken by defendant in declining to
appoint plaintiff’s law firm to several Legal Aid panels - application dismissed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd v Atradius Credito Y Caucion S.A. De Seguros Y
Reaseguros [2022] FCA 709
Federal Court of Australia
Allsop CJ
Insurance - federal jurisdiction - dispute as to jurisdiction of Federal Circuit and Family Court of
Australia (Div 2) and Federal Court of Australia in relation to claim for co-insurance - transfer
powers in s32AC of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) and s153 of the Federal
Circuit and Family Court of Australia Act 2021 (Cth) - unfortunate dispute about costs - applicant
sought leave to amend originating application by removing transfer orders and filing statement
of claim substantially in form filed in Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia (FCFCoA)
under s32AC of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) - respondent did not oppose leave
but sought for costs incidental to considering question of the FCFCoA's jurisdiction and costs
thrown away by reason of filing of amended originating application in Court - respondent not
entitled to costs of disputing Court's jurisdiction - unjust to make a costs order that costs in the
FCFCoA are costs in this Court which did not exclude the respondent's costs referable only to
properly considering the jurisdiction of the FCFCoA, which costs may be dealt with by the
FCFCoA - ordered applicant to file and serve amended originating application and statement of
claim - ordered respondent to file and serve defence - determination made.
Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd
[From Benchmark Friday, 24 June 2022]
Messenger v Commonwealth of Australia (Represented by the Department of
Finance) [2022] FCA 677
Federal Court of Australia
Snaden J
Industrial law - contravention - adverse action - dismissal - show cause processes - application
for order - applicants husband and wife employed by first respondent and supervised by second
respondent, member of Australian Senate - subjected to "show cause" processes but
subsequently dismissed from employment - applicants claimed respective dismissals, and
earlier subjection to "show cause" processes amounted to "adverse action" for purposes of pt
3-1 of Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) - at time of dismissals, each applicant was "guilty of serious
misconduct" within the meaning of paragraph 1.07 of the Fair Work Regulations 2009 (Cth) show cause letters did not amount to threat to terminate applicants’ employment or, thereby, to
adverse action - applicants did not make complaints or inquiries that they were able to make to
persons that had capacity under workplace laws to seek compliance with workplace law or
instruments - no conduct to which applicants were subjected was taken because, either or both
had made any of complaints or inquiries which were relied upon - applicants not entitled to
payment in lieu of notice upon termination of employment - Commonwealth’s decision not to
afford notice or payment in lieu thereof not inconsistent with requirements of relevant enterprise
agreement - no resultant contravention of either of Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) ss50 or 323 -
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applicants’ causes of action not established - applications dismissed.
Messenger v Commonwealth of Australia
[From Benchmark Friday, 24 June 2022]
Eddy v Goulburn Mulwaree Council [2022] NSWCA 87
Supreme Court of New South Wales - Court of Appeal
Bell CJ , Gleeson and Kirk JA
Negligence - defences - (NSW) Civil Liability Act 2002 s45 - particular risk - appeal against
decision of New South Wales District Court (NSWDC) - appellant fell and was injured when
ramp on which applicant was walking slipped from under - ramp had been placed over repaving
work outside shopping centre - respondent local council had twice been notified about problems
with ramps in work area where accident took place - respondent sought to rely on immunity in
Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) s45 - District Court Judge Strathdee found that s45 applied
because ramp encountered by appellant was of different type to subject of two prior notifications
and that no evidence that respondent was aware of particular risk - second notification made to
respondent was in respect of same kind of ramp as ramp on which appellant fell - respondent
had actual knowledge of risk that smaller ramps which were involved in incident involving
appellant were unstable unless secured - word "particular" in s45 was meant to require greater
specificity than those that arose for other references to risk in Act, or than arose under common
law principles - what was necessary in applying s45 was meaningfully to capture practical reality
of risk which came home - provision's purpose was to limit liability of roads authorities for liability
arising from omissions unless with actual knowledge of particular danger, therefore had some
opportunity to respond - risk of which respondent had actual knowledge was very specific risk in
very specific area and therefore, had actual knowledge of particular risk, materialisation of which
resulted in harm - appeal allowed.
Eddy v Goulburn Mulwaree Council
[From Benchmark Monday, 20 June 2022]
Donaghy t/as GJ Donaghy & Company Solicitors v Legal Aid Commission of NSW [2022]
NSWSC 626
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Griffiths AJ
Administrative law - judicial review - (NSW) Legal Aid Commission - unreasonableness application for judicial review - defendant declined to appoint plaintiff's law firm to several legal
aid panels - plaintiff claimed that defendant's decisions were invalid for want of procedural
fairness, irrationality, unreasonableness, or failure to take into account relevant considerations
or improper purpose - no framework to assess scope and purpose of statute which provided
legal framework for determining whether any of identified considerations were considerations
which decision-maker was bound to consider in present circumstance - law practice whose
application was appointed to relevant legal aid panels has been rejected did not have
entitlement to be given work, despite fact to have been provided earlier with work by defendant plaintiff was on full notice that refusal could occur, and plaintiff had opportunity to make
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submissions in response - decision to reassign plaintiff's matters was rational in circumstances
of refusal of applicant's panel application - plaintiff failed to establish grounds for relief sought application dismissed.
Donaghy t/as GJ Donaghy & Company Solicitors v Legal Aid Commission of NSW
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 21 June 2022]
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Poem for Friday
“Hope” is the thing with feathers (314)
By: Emily Dickinson (10 December, 1830 – 15 May, 1886)
Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
Emily Dickinson https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson
Emily Dickinson Museum https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson_Museum
“Hope” is the thing with feathers, sung by Nazareth College Treble Choir, Linehan Chapel, Nazareth
College https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDlSo4hEzmE
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